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1. INTRODUCTION 
In various fields of science and engineering, nonlinear evolution equations, as well as their analytic 
solutions, are of fundamental importance. Analytic solutions of such equations are either not 
available or obtained using transformations based on, for instance, one parameter Lie-Backlund 
groups analysis [1-3], invariance group analysis [4], and Lie infinitesimal criterion [5]. The use 
of symbolic computation as a useful tool in the investigation of nonlinear evolution equations 
has been recently demonstrated by finding an exact solution to the generalized breaking soliton 
equation [6] and the generalized shallow water wave equation [7]. A recent investigation utilized 
a second-order splitting method to find an approximate numerical solution to the Kuramoto- 
Sivashinsky (KS) equation [8]. 
In this work, we use a symbolic computation based approach to establish transformations 
appropriate for reducing some nonlinear evolution equations into the well-known linear heat 
equation. The method is also used to reduce the modified KdV equation and the KS equation 
into a system of functions that are homogeneous in the partial derivatives which leads to exact 
solutions. The method can be outlined in the following algorithm. 
(1) Assume a solution composed of linear combination of a function f(w) and some of its 
partial derivatives in the form 
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j=n- -1 ,  
(gm+nf(w) i=m-1 Oi+Jf(w) 
U-- OxmOtn + ~ ai+j OxiOtj +b, (1.1) 
i=0, 
j=0 
where w = w(x, t) is a quasi-solution of the nonlinear equation. Both f and w are to be 
determined. 
(2) An estimation of the value of rn and n is obtained by balancing the convective and the 
advective terms in the nonlinear equation, that is by requiring that the nonlinear term 
and the highest order partial derivative are partially balanced. 
(3) An expression for u is suggested from Step 2. The substitution of such expression into 
the nonlinear equation results in evaluating the transformation needed and the reduction 
of the nonlinear equation to a linear equation is established. 
In the following sections, we demonstrate he eonvective-advective eff cts balance approach, 
outlined above, by finding transformations which map the solution of the Burgers' equation and 
the nonlinear heat equation onto the solution of the linear heat equation. The relation between 
the obtained transformations and known transformations obtained elsewhere is discussed for 
each case. As an example of utilizing the mapping criterion in obtaining analytic solutions of 
nonlinear equations, the initial value problem of Burgers' equation is discussed. The effectiveness 
of the method and the usefulness ofsymbolic omputations are demonstrated byfinding an exact 
solution to the modified KdV equation. 
2. BURGERS' EQUATION 
The nonlinear partial differential equation 
VUxx - -  UUx  - -  Ut  ~ O, (2.1) 
known as Burgers' equation, represents a simple model in the theory of turbulence [9] and is used 
to describe the propagation of one-dimensional acoustic signals of moderate amplitudes [10,11] 
as well as waves of small amplitude [12]. It has been shown independently b  Cole [2] and 
Hopf [3] that Burgers' equation may be mapped to the linear heat equation using the Backlund 
transformation. 
In order to find a transformation using the approach outlined in the previous ection, we start 
by assuming u as given in equation (1.1). Balancing the convective and advective terms, i.e., 
requiring that the highest partial derivative and the nonlinear terms be partially balanced, gives 
v¢(m+n+2)wm+2wnj x t = ¢(2m+2n+1)~ 2rn+l,~ 2n 
J t~X ~t  , 
leading to m = 1 and n = 0. Thus, u can be assumed in the form 
of 
u = ~ + b. (2.2) 
Substituting for u in Burgers' equation (2.1) yields 
- f " (w)wtwz  - bf"(w)w~ - f ' (w) f " (w)w 3 + vf  (3) (w)w 3 - f ' (w)wzt 
(2.3) 
-by'(w)wxx - y'(w)2wxw~x + 3vy"(w)w~wxx + vy'(w)wx~ = 0, 
where the subscripts denote partial derivatives and the prime denotes ordinary derivative. Setting 
to zero the coefficients of w 3 yields the ordinary differential equation 
- f ' (w) f " (w)  + vf(3)(w) = O, (2.4) 
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which is satisfied by 
f (w)  = -2vln(w). (2.5) 
Accordingly, we use the substitution f ' (w)  2 = 2v f " (w)  in equation (2.3) to get 
- f " (W)WxWt  - b f " (w)w 2 - f ' (w)wxt  - b f ' (w)wxz  + v f " (w)wxwx~ + v f ' (w)Wxxx  = 0. (2.6) 
Setting the coefficient of f "  equal to zero yields 
-wtwx - bw~ + vwzwzz  = O. (2.7) 
Setting the coefficient of f '  equal to zero yields 
-Wxt  - bwzx + vw~xx = 0. (2.8) 
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) are equivalent to the linear equation 
wt + bw~ - vwx~ = O, (2.9) 
and the solution of which gives the unknown function w(x ,  t). If we set b = 0 in equation (2.9), 
we get the linear heat equation 
wt - VWxz = O, (2.10) 
and the transformation is established from equations (2.2) and (2.5) as 
u = -2v  w~ . (2.11) 
w 
One can show that Backlund transformation is obtainable from equation (2.11) by noticing that 
-1 
W x ~ ~vUW 
and 
U2W WU x 
Wt - -  - -  
4v 2 
Equations (2.12) and (2.13) give the transformations derived by Cole [2] and Hopf [3]. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
2.1. Appl ication 
We briefly show the application of the transformation obtained in the current work to the 
solution of the initial value problem for Burgers' equation. The transformation deduced in equa- 
tion (2.11) indicates that the initial value problem [10,12], 
VUxx -- UUx -- Ut = 0, t > O, 
u = g(z ) ,  t = o, (2.14) 
corresponds to the initial value problem for the classical heat equation: 
W t -vwxx  =0,  t > O, 
(2.15) 
w = e-(W2v).lo ~g(')dn t = O. 
The solution of this problem is well known and is given by 
1 e(-(W2v) f°~ g(w)d~l+(x-~)2/2t) d~. (2.16) 
W--  ~ oo 
By the transformation i (2.11), the solution of the original initial value problem (2.14) is then 
given by 
/_~ ((x - ~)/t) d~ e(-(1/2v) gO?) d~?T(x-~)2 /2t) 
oo (2.17) 
?2 = /_cx~ e (-(1/2v) .]7 g(r~) driT(x-~)2/2t)  d~ 
oo  
Special cases of this solution can be found in [2,12]. 
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3. THE NONLINEAR HEAT EQUATION 
It was shown [4] that the nonlinear heat equation 
(3.1) 
admits a Lie point transformation which maps the equation to the linear heat equation. We now 
obtain an equivalent transformation using the proposed approach. By balancing the convective 
and advective ffects, one finds that m = n = 0. We, therefore, assume the solution to be in the 
form 
u -- f(w), 
where w = w(x ,  t). Both f and w are to be determined later. Substituting for u in the nonlinear 
equation (3.1) yields 
- f 'wt  + 1 : '2w2 - "" 2 2"  z ~- : wz  + f 'Wxx  = O. (3.2) 
Collecting the coefficients of the w 2 terms and setting the result equals to zero gives 
f,2 f" - -  + = 0 .  (3 .3 )  
2 
The solution of this equation is in the form f (w)  = 2 ln(w/2 + h(x,  t)). Setting the coefficient 
of f t  in equation (3.2) equal to zero gives 
wt - wxz = 0. (3.4) 
Thus, we obtain the mapping 
u = 2 In (2w(x, t) + h(x,  t ) ) ,  (3.5) 
where h(x,  t) is an arbitrary function of x and t. It is easy to check that the transformation (3.5) 
maps equation (3.1) to the linear equation 
wt - wxx + 2 (hxx - ht) = O. (3.6) 
transformation (3.7). One then gets 
x 2 
u(x,  t) = ~-~ + i n -  
The result of (3.10) satisfies equation (3.1). 
t 3 
Cl + c2x 
(3.10) 
Setting h = 0, we see that the transformation 
u = 2 in (2w(x, t)) (3.7) 
defines a solution u(x,  t) of the nonlinear equation (3.1) for any solution w(x ,  t) of the linear heat 
equation (3.4). Moreover, the inverse of (3.7) is 
w = 2e u/2' (3.8) 
which maps the nonlinear heat equation (3.1) to the linear heat equation (3.4). Equations (3.7) 
and (3.8) axe equivalent to the transformation btained in [4] using the invaxiance analysis. 
The linear heat equation (3.4) has a fundamental solution in the form 
1 e_Z2/4t x 
The solution of the nonlinear heat equation is reconstructed from equation (3.9) through the 
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4. THE MODIF IED KDV EQUATION 
The modified KdV equation takes the form 
ut + u2uz - uxzz = 0. (4.1) 
Using (1.1), the nonlinear term is transformed into 
A "~ ~ 3rn+l .  3n U2Ux = (fm+n(w))2 ( fm+n+l(w))  w x w t + all terms of lower degree. (4.2) 
The highest order partial derivative term is transformed into 
U~x = fro+n+3 (w)wm+3w,~ + all terms of lower degree. (4.3) 
Balancing the partial derivatives in (4.2) and (4.3) results in m = 1 and n = 0. Therefore, we 
take 
u = a--~xf(W ) + b. (4.4) 
Evaluating each term of (4.1) using (4.4), we obtain 
ut = a f "wtwz  + a f 'wtz ,  (4.5) 
-2 - ,  2 2a2bf, f , ,w 3 + a3f ,2f , ,w 4u2uz : ao j w x+ ~ ~ x 
2 ,2 (4.6) + ab2f~wxx + 2a bf  w~w~x " ,3 ~,3 2 _ t.  j WxWxx , 
H 2 Uxxx = af(4)w 4 + 6af(3)w2wzz + 3af  Wzx + 4af"WxWxxx + af 'Wxxxx, (4.7) 
where the argument of f (w)  is dropped for clarity. Inserting the above results into equation (4.1) 
yields 
.2 .1 ,  2 2 , ,, 3 3- - ,2e, ,  4 af"wtw~:+ao f w z+2a bf  f w x+a ] f w~ 
2 t2 -af(a)w4x + a f 'wtx  + abZf 'w~ + 2a bf  WxWxx + a3f '3w2wxx (4.8) 
_6af(3)w~wxx - - , ,  2 - aaf  w~z - 4af"WxW~zx - af 'wxx~x = O. 
Collecting the coefficient of w 4 and setting the result to zero, we obtain the following ordinary 
differential equation for f:  
a2f,2f , ,  _ f(4) = 0. (4.9) 
We assume the solution of (4.9) in the form 
f = a lnw.  (4.10) 
Equation (4.10) satisfies (4.9) provided that 
a 
Turning to (4.8) and setting the coefficient of (wz) 4 to zero, it reduces to 
_L2~,,. 2 2a2bf ' f "w 3 + a f 'wtz  + ab2f'Wzx + 2a2bf'2wzwxx a f "wtwx + ao j w z + 
±~z~,3 2 6af(a)w2wxz ,, 2 3a f  wxx 4af"wxw~x~ af'wx~x~ O. Tl.b J WxW:r ,2  C . . . .  : 
= (4.11) 
Now making the substitutions 
f ' f "  = __a•(3) 
2 J  ' 
f /2 --~. __o.ftl, 
f '3  : ~f (3 ) ,  
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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into (4.12), yields 
,2 - ,  2 a2bcf(3)w 3 ab2flWxx 2a2bcf ,wxWxx a f ' twtwz  + ao ] w z - + a f fwtz  + - 
(4.14) 
1~3~2 ~e(3)W2W - -  3af"w2z  - 4a f "wxwzzz  - a f 'wxzzx  = O. -6a f (3 )w2wzz  + 2 "~ "~ J x xz 
Collecting the coefficients of f(3), f,~ and f~, then setting the results, respectively, to zero we 
obtain 
abcw3+(6_~a2c2)  w.wx x23 =0,  (4.15) 
2 2 WtWx + b w z - 2abcwzwxz - 3w~z - 4wzwxx,  = 0, (4.16) 
wtz + b2wxx - wxzxz = 0. (4.17) 
Equations (4.15) and (4.16), are homogeneous functions of the third and second partial deriva- 
tives of w(x ,  t), respectively, and equation (4.17) is a linear one. Therefore, we can assume a 
solution to the system in the form 
w(x , t )  = 1 + e ax+~t+~, (4.18) 
where c~,/3, and 7 are to be determined later. 
Substituting (4.18) in into (4.15)-(4.17) and simplifying, we obtain, respectively, 
(6  - ~a2c2)  o~ + 2abc = O, (4.19) 
7c~ 3+ 2abcc~ 2 - b2a - /3  = O, (4.20) 
O~ 3 - -  b2a - J = O. (4.21) 
Solving (4.19) for cr and substituting for c using (4.11) gives 
a = T - (4.22) 
Solving (4.21) for/3 and substituting for c~ gives 
= +V~7 b. (4.23) 
Equations (4.22) and (4.23) satisfy (4.20) for arbitrary values of a and b. 
Finally, substituting (4.10) into (4.4) and using (4.18) along with (4.22) and (4.23), we obtain 
the following pair of exact solution: 
gax+~t+~ 
u = 4 -v~a 1 + eaZ+~t+~ + b. 
On using the trigonometric dentity eU/(1 +e u) = (1 /2 ) ( tanh(u /2 )  + 1), we put the exact solution 
in the form 
where 
with arbitrary values of b and % 
u =-b  ( tanh-~ + 1)+b,  
¢± = ax  + ~t + "y 
(4.24) 
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5. THE KURAMOTO-S IVASHINSKY EQUATION 
The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation takes the form 
Ut ÷ UZLx ÷ Uxx  ÷ VUxxxx  = O. (5.:) 
This equation arises in a variety of applications among which are the modeling of reaction- 
diffusion systems, viscous flow problems, flame propagation, and the study of turbulence phe- 
nomena in chemistry. The KS equation is considered to be a prototype of a system with "self- 
generated" chaos in the large class of generalized Burgers' equations. Numerical experiments 
related to the KS equation have been performed by several authors [13-15], for instance. In a 
more recent study, a second-order splitting method is applied to the KS equation and then an or- 
thogonal cubic spline collocation procedure is employed to the approximate r sulting system [8]. 
In this section, we use the methodology outlined in Section 1 to find an analytic solution to the 
KS equation. Using (1.1), the nonlinear term is transformed into 
uu. = (:m÷n(w)) (Sm+n+:(w)) o 5 .  w~ w t ÷ all terms of lower degree, (5.2) 
and the highest order partial derivative term is transformed into 
Uxxxx = fm+n+4(w)wm+4w~ ÷ all terms of lower degree. (5.3) 
Balancing the partial derivatives in (5.2) and (5.3) results in m = 3 and n = 0. Therefore, we 
take 
0 a 0 5 O 
u = a-~xaf(w ) + b-~x2f(w ) + c f(w) + d. (5.4) 
Evaluating each term in (5.1) using (5.4), we obtain 
ut ÷uu~-{-u~x+vu~xx = cf"(w)wtwx ÷ cdf"(w)w 2÷ bf (3) (w)wtw 2
2 t u 3 + c f (w)f (~)w~ + cf(3)(~)w~ +bdf(3)(~)w~ 
+ af(4)(w)wtw 3 + bcf'(w)2w 4 + bcy(w)f(a)(w)w4z 
+ bf (4) (w)w 4 + adf (4) (w)w 4 + baf"(w)f (3) (w)w 5 
4- acf ' (w) f  (3) (w)w 5 + ac f  (w)f (4) (w)w 5 ÷ af  (5) (w)w 5 
+ cvf(5)(w)w 5 + abf(a)(w)~w 6 + abf"(w)f(4)(w)w 6 
+ bvf(6)(w)w 6 + a2f(a)(w)f(4)(w)w 7 + avf(7)(w)w 7 
+ cf'(w)wtx + 2bf"(w)wzwtx + 3af (3) (w)w2wtx 
+ cdf'(w)wxx +bf"(w)w~Wxx + c2f'(w)Swxwxx 
+ 3cf"(w)w~wx~ + 3bdf"(w)wxw~x 
+ 3af(3)(w)w~wxw~z + 5bcf'(w)f"(w)w2w~z 
+ 6bf(3)(w)w2Wxz + 6adf(3)(w)w2wxx ~ 3b 2 ~:,,iw,2 3 J ~ ) WxWxx 
u 5 3 ÷ 3acf (w) wxWxx + b2f'(w)f(3)(w)w3Wzx 
"4-7acf'(w)f(3)(w)w3wxz + lOaf (4) (w)wawxz 
+ lOcvf (4) (w)W3Wx~ + 12abf"(w)f (3) (w)wazwxx 
+ abf'(w)f (4) (w)w~wxx + 15by/(5) (w)w4w~x 
+ 6aSf (3) (w)2wSzw~:x + 3a2f '(w)f  (4) (w)w~wxx 
t 2 2 + 21avf (6)(w)w~wxx + 3af"(w)wt~w~ + bcf (w) w~,~ 
(5.5) 
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Collecting the coefficient of 
+ 3bf"(w)w2z + 3adf"(w)w2~ 
+ 3b2ff(w)f"(W)WxW2z + 6acf'(w)f"(w)w~w2~ 
+ 15af(3)(w)wxw2 x + 15cvf (3) (W)WxW2zx 
+ 12abf"(w)2w~L + 6abf(w)f (3)(w)~wL 
+ 45bvf(4)(w)wxw~z2 2 + 21a2f,,(w)f(3)(w)w3w2 x 
+ 105avf(5)(~)w~w2x + 3abf'(~)f"(w)~x 
"4- 15bvf(3)(w)w3x -4-9a2f"(w)2WxW3 x 
+ 105avf(4)(w)w~w3x + bf'(w)wtxx 
+ 3af"(w)wzwtx~ + cff(W)Wxxz + bdf'(w)wxxz 
+ af"(w)wtWxzz + bcf'(w)2wzWzxx 
+ 4bf"(w)wzw~z + 4adf"(w)wzwzzz 
+ bZ¢'tw~¢"tw~w2wj, J¢ ~ J z xxz + 5acf'(w)f"(w)w2zw~zx 
+ lOaf (3) (w)w2xwxzz + lOcvf (3) (w)W2xWxxx 
+ 4abf"(w)2w3wzxx + 2abf'(w)f(3)(w)wawxxz 
+ 20bvf (4) (w)w3wzx~ + 4a2f"(w)f (3) (w)w4wx~ 
+ a2f'(w)f (4) (w)w4xwxxx + 35avf (5) (w)w~w~ 
+ b2f'(w)2WzxWxzx + acft(w)2WxxWxzz 
+ lOaf"(w)w~xwzx~ + lOcvf"(w)w~w~xx 
+ lOabf'(w)f"(w)w~w~xw~ + 60bvf (3) (w)wzw~xwzxx 
+ 12a2f,,(w)2w2wzzWzxz + 6a2f,(w)f(3) 2 (w)w:~w~zwx~ 
+ 210avf (4) (w)w2wxzWzxx + 3a2f'(w)f"(w)w2zzWxx z 
+ 105avf(3)(w)w2z~w~ + abf'(w)2w~x 
+ lObvf"(w)w2zx +4a2f'(w)f"(w)wxW~x 
+ ~o~,,](~)(w)w~wL~ + af'(w)w,x~ 
+ bf'(w)wzxzz +adf'(w)wzzxz 
+ acft(w)2WxWzxxx + 5af"(W)WxWxzxz 
+ 5cvf"(w)wzwzzx~ + abf'(w)f"(w)w2W~x~z 
+ 15b~f (3)(w)~w~= + ~2f,(~,)f(3)(,,)~=~ 
+ 35avf (4) (w)w3wxxxz + abf'(w)2wzxwzx~:x 
+ 15bvf"(w)wzxwx~xz + 3a2f'(w)f"(w)wxwzzwzx~x 
+ 105avf (3)(w)wzwx~wzxxx + a2f'(w)2wzxxw~z~ 
+ 35av.f"(w)w=~w~ + af'(w)w~xxx~ 
+ cvff(w)w~zxxz + 6bvf"(w)wzw~x~x 
+ 21avf (3) (w)w2~w~:zzz~ + 21avf"(w)wx~wxz~x~ 
+ bvf'(w)wxzzzzz + 7avf"(w)wzw~zx~ 
+ avf ' (w)w~.  
wz 7 and setting the result to zero, we obtain 
(5.5)(cont.) 
af  (3) (w)f (4) (w) + v f  (7) (w) = O. (5.6) 
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The solution of this ordinary differential equation takes the form 
f = #lnw, 
which upon substituting into (5.6) specifies the value of # to be 
60v #= 
a 
We now make the following substitutions into equation (5.5): 
f '  f(2) = - ( 2 ) f(3) , 
f'f(a) = - (3 )  f(4), 
and simplify to get 
f'f(4) = - (4 )  f(5) , 
f'tf(4):-(~o)f(6), 
(/,)2 = _#f,,, 
(:"/~ -- - (~)  : ,  
-4bvf(6)(w)w~ + (aw~-  5b2Va wx5 19cvw~-60bvw4wzx) f(5)(w) 
+ (awt w3 -t- bw 4 + adw 4 30bcv 4 lOaw~wxx 50b2v 3 a Wx + - --WxWxxa 
- + 15av :L - 
2 15avw3wxxxz) f (4 ) (w)+(bwtw2+cwx+b -30 avwxwzzwzxx + 3 dwax 
30c2v 3 90b2v 2 _ 165cvwxw2 
- w x + 3aw~wtx + 3awtw~Wzz + wxwxx 
a a 
30b2v 
-75bvw3z + lOaw2wxxx - --w~wzzz2 _ 140cvw2zWxzx 
a 
-240bvwzwxzwxzz + 15avw2xwxzz- 50avwxw2zz~- 15bvw2wz:cxx 
+15a vw~w~zw~x~x + 21avw2wxxzxx) f(3)(W) 
+ (cwtw~ + cdw~ + 2bw~wt~ + bwtwxx + 3cav~w~ + 3bdw~w~ 
- --60c2v w~w~ + 3awt~w~x + 3bw2-~ + 3a dw~ _ __60bey Wxz2 
a a 
60bcv 
+3awxwtxz + awtwzxz + 4bwxwxzx + 4a dwxwxxz - - -wxwxzx  
a 
+ lOawzxWxxx 60b2v 
- - -wxzwx•x  - 50cvwxxwxxx - 50bvw~xx + 5awxwxxxx 
a 
-55cvwxwzxxz - 45bvwxxwxxxz - 25avwzxxwzzxz + 6bvwxwxzxxx 
+21 avw~w~ + 7avw~w~)  f"(w) + (cwt~ + cdw~ + bwtzx + CWxzx 
+b dwxxz + awtxxx + bwxxxx + a dwxzxx + awzxxxz 
+cvw~ + bvw~== + a vw~=~)  f'(w) = O. 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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Setting each of the coefficients of f(6), f(5) f(4) f(3), fH and f~ to zero, we obtain, respectively, 
-4bvw 6 -- 0, (5.10) 
5b2v ) 5 60bvw4w~x O, a 19cv w x - = 
a 
(5.11) 
(b+ad 3~cv) 4 15avwxw~ 2 2 Wx + - 195bvwxwzx 
2 w awtw3+(eOa 50b2v 160cv) w~wxx -30avwxwxx xx + 3 
a 
-60bvw3w~x~ + 15avw3wxxxz = O, 
(5.12) 
(c+bd 3~ ) 3-75bvw3x+15avw2xwxx~2v w~ 
+(15a 90b2Va 165cv) wxwxx2 _ 50avwxw~xz + 3awtwxwxx 
-240bvwxwxxwxx~ + 15avw~wxxWxx~x + bwtw~ +3awt~w~, 
( a wxwxz ÷ 10a a 140cv wxwxxx 
-15bvw2w~xxx + 21avw~w~xxxz = O, 
(5.13) 
cdw2+(3b÷3ad 6~cv) wxx - 50bvw2xzx 
÷aWtWxx  - 25aVWxxxWxxxx 
+bwtwxx + 3awtxWxx H-(lOa 60b2Va 50cv) wxzwxxx 
-45bvwzxwxxxx + 21avwxxWxxxxx 
+cwtwx+2bwtxwx+(3c+3bd 6~2V)wxWxx 
+3awtxxwx + (4b + 4ad- 60~V ) wxwxxx + (5a- 55cv) wxWxxxx 
+6bvwzwxxxxx + 7avwxwxxxxxx = 0, 
(5.14) 
cwtx + cdwxz + bwtxx + (c + bd)wxxx 
÷awtxxx +(b + a d)wxxxx + (a + cv)wxxxxx 
÷bvwxxxxxx ÷ aVWxxzxxxx -= O. 
(5.15) 
Each of the equations (5.10)-(5.15) is a homogeneous function in the partial derivatives of w(x, t). 
Therefore, we can assume a solution in the form 
w(x,  t) = 1 + e "x+~t+'~, (5.16) 
where c~, ~, and "~ are to be determined later. Substituting for w in (5.10) gives 
-4c~6bv =O, (5.17) 
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which yields b = 0. Inserting (5.16) and the value of b into (5.11)-(5.15), we obtain, respectively, 
a - 19cv = O, (5.18) 
a~ + aad + a 2 (lOa - 160cv) = O, (5.19) 
30c2v 
6a~ + c + 6an d + aa4v - - -  + (~2 (25a - 305cv) = 0, (5.20) 
a 
/~c + cda + (7a/3 + 3c -  6--Oa c2V) a2 + 7ade~3 + (15a-  lO5cv)a4 + 3ava6 = O , (5.21) 
(aa 2 + c) (a2 + Z + a d + a4v) = O. (5.22) 
The solution of the system of algebraic equations given by (5.18)-(5.22) gives the following values 
of the parameters involved: 
a 
c = 19v' 
c~ = + 19v' (5.23) 
and a and d are arbitrary. 
Since w(x,t)  defined in (5.16) satisfies (5.10)-(5.15) and f (w) given by (5.7) satisfies (5.6), 
then u(x,t) given by (5.4) is actually a solution to (5.1). From (5.4) and (5.7) we obtain the 
following new solution of the KS equation: 
30 11~v( ¢ ) [2 (  ) 2 ] u = -~-~ tanh ~ + 1 tanh ¢ + 1 ~: 1 +d,  (5.24) 
where 
¢ = + + (5.25) 
and 7 is arbitrary. By setting each of the constants d and 7 to zero and v to unity, the solu- 
tion (5.24) reduces to the solution obtained using the Backlund transformation [16] and to the 
solution obtained using Weiss-Tabor-Carnevale method [17]. 
6. CONCLUSION 
By balancing the nonlinear and dispersive ffects in a nonlinear partial differential equation, a 
transformation which reduces the nonlinear equation is obtained. The presented approach makes 
use of the computational power offered by symbolic manipulators for finding exact solutions of 
different nonlinear evolution equations. The significance of this approach is that it can be used 
to search for exact solution of other nonlinear equations. 
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